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Suppose that there were some process to which two persons, A and B, could be 
subjected as a result of which they might be said—question-beggingly—to have 
exchanged bodies. That is to say—less question-beggingly—there is a certain hu-
man body which is such that when previously we were confronted with it, we were 
confronted with person A, certain utterances coming from it were expressive of 
memories of the past experiences of A, certain movements of it partly constituted 
the actions of A and were taken as expressive of the character of A, and so forth; 
but now, after the process is completed, utterances coming from this body are ex-
pressive of what seem to be just those memories which previously we identified as 
memories of the past experiences of B, its movements partly constitute actions ex-
pressive of the character of B, and so forth; and conversely with the other body.  

There are certain important philosophical limitations on how such imaginary 
cases are to be constructed, and how they are to be taken when constructed in var-
ious ways. I shall mention two principal limitations, not in order to pursue them 
further here, but precisely in order to get them out of the way. There are certain 
limitations, particularly with regard to character and mannerisms, to our ability to 
imagine such cases even in the most restricted sense of our being disposed to take 
the later performances of that body which was previously A's as expressive of B's 
character; if the previous A and B were extremely unlike one another both physi-
cally and psychologically, and if, say, in addition, they were of different sex, there 
might be grave difficulties in reading B's dispositions in any possible performances 
of A's body. Let us forget this, and for the present purpose just take A and B as be-
ing sufficiently alike (however alike that has to be) for the difficulty not to arise; 
after the experiment, persons familiar with A and B are just overwhelmingly struck 
by the B-ish character of the doings associated with what was previously A's body, 
and conversely. Thus the feat of imagining an exchange of bodies is supposed pos-
sible in the most restricted sense. But now there is a further limitation which has 
to be overcome if the feat is to be not merely possible in the most restricted sense 
but also is to have an outcome which, on serious reflection, we are prepared to de-
scribe as A and B having changed bodies-that is, an outcome where, confronted 
with what was previously A's body, we are prepared seriously to say that we are 
now confronted with B.  

It would seem a necessary condition of so doing that the utterances coming 
from that body be taken as genuinely expressive of memories of B's past. But 
memory is a causal notion; and as we actually use it, it seems a necessary condition 
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on x's present knowledge of x's earlier experiences constituting memory of those 
experiences that the causal chain linking the experiences and the knowledge 
should not run outside x's body. Hence if utterances coming from a given body are 
to be taken as expressive of memories of the experiences of B, there should be 
some suitable causal link between the appropriate state of that body and the origi-
nal happening of those experiences to B. One radical way of securing that condi-
tion in the imagined exchange case is to suppose, with Shoemaker,  that the brains 1

of A and of B are transposed. We may not need so radical a condition. Thus sup-
pose it were possible to extract information from a man's brain and store it in a 
device while his brain was repaired, or even renewed, the information then being 
replaced: it would seem exaggerated to insist that the resultant man could not pos-
sibly have the memories he had before the operation. With regard to our knowl-
edge of our own past, we draw distinctions between merely recalling, being re-
minded, and learning again, and those distinctions correspond (roughly) to dis-
tinctions between no new input, partial new input, and total new input with regard 
to the information in question; and it seems clear that the information-parking 
case just imagined would not count as new input in the sense necessary and suffi-
cient for "learning again." Hence we can imagine the case we are concerned with in 
terms of information extracted into such devices from A's and B's brains and re-
placed in the other brain; this is the sort of model which, I think not unfairly for 
the present argument, I shall have in mind. 

We imagine the following. The process considered above exists; two persons can 
enter some machine, let us say, and emerge changed in the appropriate ways. If A 
and B are the persons who enter, let us call the persons who emerge the A-body-
person and the B-body-person: the A-body-person is that person (whoever it is) 
with whom I am confronted when, after the experiment, I am confronted with that 
body which previously was A's body-that is to say, that person who would natural-
ly be taken for A by someone who just saw this person, was familiar with A's ap-
pearance before the experiment, and did not know about the happening of the ex-
periment. A non-question-begging description of the experiment will leave it open 
which (if either) of the persons A and B the A-body-person is; the description of 
the experiment as "persons changing bodies" of course implies that the A-body-
person is actually B. 

Suppose that A chooses that the B-body-person should get the pleasant treat-
ment and the A-body-person the unpleasant treatment; and B chooses conversely 
(this might indicate that they thought that "changing bodies" was indeed a good 
description of the outcome). The experimenter cannot act in accordance with both 
these sets of preferences, those expressed by A and those expressed by B. Hence 
there is one clear sense in which A and B cannot both get what they want: namely, 
that if the experimenter, before the experiment, announces to A and B that he in-
tends to carry out the alternative (for example), of treating the B-body-person un-
pleasantly and the A-body-person pleasantly—then A can say rightly, "That's not 
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the outcome I chose to happen," and B can say rightly, "That's just the outcome I 
chose to happen." So, evidently, A and B before the experiment can each come to 
know either that the outcome he chose will be that which will happen, or that the 
one he chose will not happen, and in that sense they can get or fail to get what they 
wanted. But is it also true that when the experimenter proceeds after the experi-
ment to act in accordance with one of the preferences and not the other, then one 
of A and B will have got what he wanted, and the other not? 

There seems very good ground for saying so. For suppose the experimenter, 
having elicited A's and B's preference, says nothing to A and B about what he will 
do; conducts the experiment; and then, for example, gives the unpleasant treat-
ment to the B-body- person and the pleasant treatment to the A-body-person. 
Then the B-body-person will not only complain of the unpleasant treatment as 
such, but will complain (since he has A's memories) that that was not the outcome 
he chose, since he chose that the B-body- person should be well treated; and since 
A made his choice in selfish spirit, he may add that he precisely chose in that way 
because he did not want the unpleasant things to happen to him. The A-body-per-
son meanwhile will express satisfaction both at the receipt of the $ioo,ooo, and 
also at the fact that the experimenter has chosen to act in the way that he, B, so 
wisely chose. These facts make a strong case for saying that the experimenter has 
brought it about that B did in the outcome get what he wanted and A did not. It is 
therefore a strong case for saying that the B-body-person really is A, and the A-
body-person really is B; and therefore for saying that the process of the experiment 
really is that of changing bodies. For the same reasons it would seem that A and B 
in our example really did choose wisely, and that it was A's bad luck that the choice 
he correctly made was not carried out, B's good luck that the choice he correctly 
made was carried out. This seems to show that to care about what happens to me 
in the future is not necessarily to care about what happens to this body (the one I 
now have); and this in turn might be taken to show that in some sense of 
Descartes's obscure phrase, I and my body are "really distinct" (though, of course, 
nothing in these considerations could support the idea that I could exist without a 
body at all). 

[...] 
Let us now consider something apparently different. Someone in whose power I 

am tells me that I am going to be tortured tomorrow. I am frightened, and look 
forward to tomorrow in great apprehension. He adds that when the time comes, I 
shall not remember being told that this was going to happen to me, since shortly 
before the torture something else will be done to me which will make me forget 
the announcement. This certainly will not cheer me up, since I know perfectly well 
that I can forget things, and that there is such a thing as indeed being tortured un-
expectedly because I had forgotten or been made to forget a prediction of the tor-
ture: that will still be a torture which, so long as I do know about the prediction, I 
look forward to in fear. He then adds that my forgetting the announcement will be 
only part of a larger process: when the moment of torture comes, I shall not re-
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member any of the things I am now in a position to remember. This does not cheer 
me up, either, since I can readily conceive of being involved in an accident, for in-
stance, as a result of which I wake up in a completely amnesiac state and also in 
great pain; that could certainly happen to me, I should not like it to happen to me, 
nor to know that it was going to happen to me. He now further adds that at the 
moment of torture I shall not only not remember the things I am now in a position 
to remember, but will have a different set of impressions of my past, quite different 
from the memories I now have. I do not think that this would cheer me up, either. 
For I can at least conceive the possibility, if not the concrete reality, of going com-
pletely mad, and thinking perhaps that I am George IV or somebody; and being 
told that something like that was going to happen to me would have no tendency 
to reduce the terror of being told authoritatively that I was going to be tortured, 
but would merely compound the horror. Nor do I see why I should be put into any 
better frame of mind by the person in charge adding lastly that the impressions of 
my past with which I shall be equipped on the eve of torture will exactly fit the 
past of another person now living, and that indeed I shall acquire these impres-
sions by (for instance) information now in his brain being copied into mine. Fear, 
surely, would still be the proper reaction: and not because one did not know what 
was going to happen, but because in one vital respect at least one did know what 
was going to happen—torture, which one can indeed expect to happen to oneself, 
and to be preceded by certain mental derangements as well. 

If this is right, the whole question seems now to be totally mysterious. For what 
we have just been through is of course merely one side, differently represented, of 
the transaction which we considered before; and it represents it as a perfectly hate-
ful prospect, while the previous considerations represented it as something one 
should rationally, perhaps even cheerfully, choose out of the options there present-
ed. It is differently presented, of course, and in two notable respects; but when we 
look at these two differences of presentation, can we really convince ourselves that 
the second presentation is wrong or misleading, thus leaving the road open to the 
first version which at the time seemed so convincing? Surely not. 

The first difference is that in the second version the torture is throughout repre-
sented as going to happen to me: “you,” the man in charge persistently says. Thus 
he is not very neutral. But should he have been neutral? Or, to put it another way, 
does his use of the second person have a merely emotional and rhetorical effect on 
me, making me afraid when further reflection would have shown that I had no 
reason to be? It is certainly not obviously so. The problem just is that through 
every step of his predictions I seem to be able to follow him successfully. And if I 
reflect on whether what he has said gives me grounds for fearing that I shall be tor-
tured, I could consider that behind my fears lies some principle such as this: that 
my undergoing physical pain in the future is not excluded by any psychological 
state I may be in at the time, with the platitudinous exception of those psychologi-
cal states which in themselves exclude experiencing pain, notably (if it is a psycho-
logical state) unconsciousness. In particular, what impressions I have about the 
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past will not have any effect on whether I undergo the pain or not. This principle 
seems sound enough. 

[...] 
I said that there were two notable differences between the second presentation 

of our situation and the first. The first difference, which we have just said some-
thing about, was that the man predicted the torture for me, a psychologically very 
changed “me.” We have yet to find a reason for saying that he should not have done 
this, or that I really should be unable to follow him if he does; I seem to be able to 
follow him only too well. The second difference is that in this presentation he does 
not mention the other man, except in the somewhat incidental role of being the 
provenance of the impressions of the past I end up with. He does not mention him 
at all as someone who will end up with impressions of the past derived from me 
(and, incidentally, with $100,000 as well—a consideration which, in the frame of 
mind appropriate to this version, will merely make me jealous). 

But why should he mention this man and what is going to happen to him? My 
selfish concern is to be told what is going to happen to me, and now I know: tor-
ture, preceded by changes of character, brain operations, changes in impressions of 
the past. The knowledge that one other person, or none, or many will be similarly 
mistreated may affect me in other ways, of sympathy, greater horror at the power 
of this tyrant, and so forth; but surely it cannot affect my expectations of torture? 
But—someone will say—this is to leave out exactly the feature which, as the first 
presentation of the case showed, makes all the difference: for it is to leave out the 
person who, as the first presentation showed, will be you. It is to leave out not 
merely a feature which should fundamentally affect your fears, it is to leave out the 
very person for whom you are fearful. So of course, the objector will say, this 
makes all the difference. 

But can it? Consider the following series of cases. In each case we are to suppose 
that after what is described, A is, as before, to be tortured; we are also to suppose 
the person A is informed beforehand that just these things followed by the torture 
will happen to him: 

(i) A is subjected to an operation which produces total amnesia;  
(ii) amnesia is produced in A, and other interference leads to certain changes in 

his character; 
(iii) changes in his character are produced, and at the same time certain illusory 

“memory” beliefs are induced in him; these are of a quite fictitious kind and 
do not fit the life of any actual person; 

(iv) the same as (iii), except that both the character traits and the "memory" im-
pressions are designed to be appropriate to another actual person, B;  

(v) the same as (iv), except that the result is produced by putting the informa-
tion into A from the brain of B, by a method which leaves B the same as he 
was before;  
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(vi) the same happens to A as in (v), but B is not left the same, since a similar 
operation is conducted in the reverse direction. 

I take it that no one is going to dispute that A has reasons, and fairly straightfor-
ward reasons, for fear of pain when the prospect is that of situation (i); there seems 
no conceivable reason why this should not extend to situation (ii), and the situa-
tion (iii) can surely introduce no difference of principle—it just seems a situation 
which for more than one reason we should have grounds for fearing, as suggested 
above. Situation (iv) at least introduces the person B, who was the focus of the ob-
jection we are now discussing. But it does not seem to introduce him in any way 
which makes a material difference; if I can expect pain through a transformation 
which involves new "memory"-impressions, it would seem a purely external fact, 
relative to that, that the “memory”-impressions had a model. Nor, in (iv), do we 
satisfy a causal condition which I mentioned at the beginning for the "memories" 
actually being memories; though notice that if the job were done thoroughly, I 
might well be able to elicit from the A-body-person the kinds of remarks about his 
previous expectations of the experiment-remarks appropriate to the original B—
which so impressed us in the first version of the story. I shall have a similar assur-
ance of this being so in situation (v), where, moreover, a plausible application of 
the causal condition is available. 

But two things are to be noticed about this situation. First, if we concentrate on 
A and the A-body-person, we do not seem to have added anything which from the 
point of view of his fears makes any material difference; just as, in the move from 
(iii) to (iv), it made no relevant difference that the new “memory”-impressions 
which precede the pain had, as it happened, a model, so in the move from (iv) to 
(v) all we have added is that they have a model which is also their cause: and it is 
still difficult to see why that, to him looking forward, could possibly make the dif-
ference between expecting pain and not expecting pain. To illustrate that point 
from the case of character: if A is capable of expecting pain, he is capable of ex-
pecting pain preceded by a change in his dispositions-and to that expectation it 
can make no difference, whether that change in his dispositions is modeled on, or 
indeed indirectly caused by, the dispositions of some other person. If his fears can, 
as it were, reach through the change, it seems a mere trimming how the change is 
in fact induced. The second point about situation (v) is that if the crucial question 
for A's fears with regard to what befalls the A-body-person is whether the A-body-
person is or is not the person B,  then that condition has not yet been satisfied in 2

situation (v): for there we have an undisputed B in addition to the A-body-person, 
and certainly those two are not the same person. 

But in situation (vi), we seemed to think, that is finally what he is. But if A's 
original fears could reach through the expected changes in (v), as they did in (iv) 
and (iii), then certainly they can reach through in (vi). Indeed, from the point of 
view of A's expectations and fears, there is less difference between (vi) and (v) than 
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there is between (v) and (iv) or between (iv) and (iii). In those transitions, there 
were at least differences—though we could not see that they were really relevant 
differences—in the content and cause of what happened to him; in the present case 
there is absolutely no difference at all in what happens to him, the only difference 
being in what happens to someone else. If he can fear pain when (v) is predicted, 
why should he cease to when (vi) is? 

[...] 
I will end by suggesting one rather shaky way in which one might approach a 

resolution of the problem, using only the limited materials already available. 
The apparently decisive arguments of the first presentation, which suggested 

that A should identify himself with the B-body-person, turned on the extreme 
neatness of the situation in satisfying, if any could, the description of “changing 
bodies”. But this neatness is basically artificial; it is the product of the will of the 
experimenter to produce a situation which would naturally elicit, with minimum 
hesitation, that description. By the sorts of methods he employed, he could easily 
have left off earlier or gone on further. He could have stopped at situation (v), leav-
ing B as he was; or he could have gone on and produced two persons each with A-
like character and memories, as well as one or two with B-like characteristics. If he 
had done either of those, we should have been in yet greater difficulty about what 
to say; he just chose to make it as easy as possible for us to find something to say. 
Now if we had some model of ghostly persons in bodies, which were in some sense 
actually moved around by certain procedures, we could regard the neat experi-
ment just as the effective experiment: the one method that really did result in the 
ghostly persons' changing places without being destroyed, dispersed, or whatever. 
But we cannot seriously use such a model. The experimenter has not in the sense 
of that model induced a change of bodies; he has rather produced the one situation 
out of a range of equally possible situations which we should be most disposed to 
call a change of bodies. As against this, the principle that one's fears can extend to 
future pain whatever psychological changes precede it seems positively straight-
forward. Perhaps, indeed, it is not; but we need to be shown what is wrong with it. 
Until we are shown what is wrong with it, we should perhaps decide that if we 
were the person A then, if we were to decide selfishly, we should pass the pain to 
the B-body-person. It would be risky: that there is room for the notion of a risk 
here is itself a major feature of the problem. 
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